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Poweriser (50-70 kg)

Product Name: Poweriser (50-70 kg)

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2144

Here comes the revolution in urban sports. If you are not keen on inline skates and feel
too old for a skateboard, try the new Poweriser jumping stilts!
If you think that “jumping stilts“ means special trainers for athletes, you´re wrong.
Poweriser is a newly developed mechanical gear that can be attached to your shoes. It
allows you to jump two metres high in the air and your dog will have trouble catching up
with you, because you can run at the speed of almost 30 miles per hour! Of course,
you don´t have to run THAT fast – you wouldn´t have time to look at all the jogging girls
properly. But you bet they would look at you, though.
Poweriser has its special features largely due to a special flat spring that reacts to
deformation. It uses your own weight and transforms the power created by the
movement of the jump into the next rebound. The resulting kind of movement can be
somewhat similar to jumping on a trampolin. With a slightly difference still – you can
move not only up and down but also to the front.
How to do it
These clumsy hooves (as you might see them at first) are about 16 inches high and are
sold in three different sizes (plus one size for the kids) according to the weight of the
user. You simply attach them to your shoes or trainers (the harness works in the same
way as on a snowboard) and off you go! (Or jump, rather.) We recommend you to have
someone close at hand in case you fall but give it five minutes and you´ll be running,
hopping and jumping around like a pro.
After a while, when you get more confident, you can try your first jumps and after some
time more, you´ll be able to perform some tricks. You see, one can have a lot of fun on
the Poweriser stilts – run, hop and jump up and over pretty much anything. If, by any
chance, you used to do some gymnastics when you were little, you can even try some
flips, backflips and somersaults. Your imagination is not limited and with Poweriser,
now you can even dodge the gravity! Poweriser jumping stilts are not strictly for
sportsmen/women and sport fans. You can simply walk or jogg with Poweriser but
you´ll be faster and more agile and at the end of the month you might easily find out
that you´ve lost five kilos! That´s right – with Poweriser you can exercise your muscles
in a very easy and entertaining way

Price: R3,358.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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